
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of agile coach. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for agile coach

Guiding and Coaching the Scrum Team and organization on how to use
Agile/Scrum practices and values while also meeting delivery commitments
Assess scrum maturity of the organization and identify how individual scrum
teams can increase their agile maturity level
Provide leadership, direction, and coaching to the agile program and scrum
teams
Actively contribute to the company's Agile and Lean Community through
participation in the internal Agile Community of Practice, Agile Coach, RTE
and Scrum Master Forums
Act as a mentor to Agile Team Coaches, RTE's, Scrum Masters and Product
Owners
Teach/Mentor/Coach teams, ARTs and leadership on emerging agile, lean and
engineering practices
Expertly applies emerging industry, agile practices and technology solutions
to portfolio initiatives
Providing support to the team using a servant leadership style and leading by
example
Understand the customers needs and expectations (benefits)
Interact with executive leadership to understand the goals of transformation
projects, the business and IT needs, business and IT roadmap, expected
accelerators

Example of Agile Coach Job Description
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At least 3 Years of Software Development
10+ years’ experience leading large projects, transformation efforts, process
improvements, product implementations, systems development and
integration efforts
Hands-on experience applying lean/Agile methodologies within
infrastructure, hardware, and operational environments
Bachelor’s Degree and five (5) years of related program experience
Must have experience managing projects on a large scale ($5 Mil + in budget)
containing multiple lines of implementation stakeholders (Development
teams, 3rd party software vendors)
Conduct a detailed assessment through interviews, review of process models,
current internal discussions, review of documentation


